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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Objective 

The Democracy Application seeks to inform voters at election time of the primary information essential to the 
voting process. In the choice of their candidate voters will have at their digression a categorical assembly of 
policy proofs with geo-centric content compilations on their smart phones. The informed voters can scan their 
app to verify and decide upon the candidate of choice at any state, territory or federal election. 

Goals 
Production of the application for both State and Federal elections and with production expansion milestone 
internationally after 3 years. Provisioning every election in the world is a feasible ultimate outcome for the 
business. 

Solution 

Working with media centre reports, articles, opinion pieces and letters for affiliate marketing channels, to 
provision news distribution specific to any policy or candidate. The essential product is the need that voters 
may require clarification on a candidates policy, and media provided on this policy is available at a convenience 
with the De Democracy product. Requiring normally subscription to news services for access, any particular 
articles expressing critical information on a candidate or candidates policy, would be readily provisioned with 
established corporate partnership base. A go-to commission fee in affiliate marketing is hence applied.  

In addition, internal news anchoring maybe applied in certain circumstances where the public provision news 
discreetly on candidates or candidate policies. Directly responsible for this tailored news from the public, 
whereby essential in determining the efficacy of a candidate at the election, the information is on subscription-
basis supplied to voters at a convenience similarly on the smart phone application. A consequential reward 
maybe attributed to the correspondent. Additionally complex policy based educational materials maybe 
associated and information compilations readily an option for subscribers. i.e where a carbon tax is applied as 
policy outcomes differing between two candidates, the responsible voter, may access background information 
on the science involved, for their informed decision about which candidate and hence which ethical 
determination is associated with their vote. 

Project Outline 
App production for the first election, should be relatively simple with a small team, and a hot seat at preliminary 
hours of election time, until booths close. A teams needed to assist in the catalogue of party and candidate 
policy, with news sources (pending participatory partnership provision with i.e. Newscorp).  
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• Initial affiliate deals discerned with major media partners, where user maybe supplied a choice on policy 
article proofs between, i.e The Australian, Australian Financial Review. A detailed affiliate contract with News 
Corp is primary. Other media sources will be taken into consideration.  

• Following preliminary utility availability, security protocols must exponentially improve 
• Expansion to other states and territories is on option 
• Expansion to the federal election a necessary growth and stability to emerging competition 
• Considerations to international branches maybe taken into account following successful local 

establishments. 

FINANCIALS 

Figures for Commonwealth adjudicated Australian federal elections 
Figures predict preliminary interests and costs in national software offerings particular to election campaign 
periods and terminating after the poll day. The current and at time of issue polling day maybe between 4 
August 2018 and 18 May 2019. With following elections at approximately 4 year intervals 

The Intermittency of State and Territory elections at the regular periods of governmental tenure aren’t specified 
on a state to state basis. The similar growth and estimations weigh irrespectively, as estimations applied to the 
federal predictions, but at a significant reduction in applicability due to population statistics. Figures are exempt 
of standardised growth patterns, rather applied predictability for first or go-to market entry performance.  

Federal Election Performance Prediction 1st Election 2nd Election 3rd Election

Affiliate Marketing $	 40,000 $	 120,000 $	 2,300,000

Subscription $	 1,300 $	 9,000 $	 300,000

Software production estimation $	 (60,000) $	 (80,000) $	 (250,000)

Company costs outstanding

Total $ (18,700) $49,000 $ 2,100,000

State & Territory Election Performance Prediction 1st Election 2nd Election 3rd Election

Affiliate Marketing $	 5,000 $	 15,000 $	 20,000

Subscription $	 400 $	 3,000 $	 20,000

Software production estimation $	 (10,000) $	 (15,000) $	 (15,000)

Company costs outstanding

Total $ 10,000
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TEAM 

Founder 

Jason Jowett, founding director, will seek to acquire preliminary partnerships, and associations essential to 
provisioning the application for voters at the election. Opportunities to join the team as co-founder is presently 
on offers, with merit going to secretaries, technical founders and marketing specialists. 

Contact 
Jason Jowett 

0402684386 

jason.jowett@icloud.com


